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Abstract

Several geometrical Langlands correspondences are considered to determine
equivalences necessary to the obtaining in the quantized context from differential
operators algebra (actions of the algebra on modules) and the holomorphic bundles
in the lines bundle stacks required to the modeling of the elements of the different
physical stacks and the extension of their field ramifications to the meromorphic
case. In this point, is obtained a result that establish a commutative diagram
of rings and their spectrum functor involving the non-commutative Hodge the-
ory, and using integral transforms to establish the decedent isomorphisms in the
context of the geometrical stacks to a good Opers, level. The co-cycles obtained
through integral transforms are elements of the corresponding deformed category
to mentioned different physical stacks (where are had, even field singularities). In
this point, a justification on the nature of our twisted derived categories and their
elements as ramifications of a field (to the field equations) is the followed through
the Yoneda algebra where is searched extends the action of certain endomorphisms
of Verma modules of critical level through the Lie algebra of ramifications, whose
cohomological space has zero dimension. This establishes solution classes to the
QFT-equations in field theory through the spectrum of their corresponding differ-
ential operators.
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1. Introduction and General Discussion.

Equivalence classes on field solutions to establish an Universe theory in-
volving the QFT, TFT, SUSY and the inclusion of the strings theory in
all their modalities (for examples the heterotic strings) are obtained. Then
through corresponding sheaves of differential operators of the field equa-
tions; sheaves of coherent D-modules are identified [1].

This identification will serve to build, on the equivalences basis of the corre-
sponding Zuckerman functor, the universal functors on derived categories of
Harish-Chandra modules to the geometrical Langlands programme in mir-
ror theory [2], [3]. Likewise, the incorporation of the geometrical Langlands
ramifications will establish extensions of a connection beyond the holomor-
phicity to much of the vector complex bundles that can be constructed to a
large stack of physical phenomena in the search to obtain solutions of field
through the curvature and torsion tensors of the space-time.

The obtained development includes D-modules complex of infinite dimen-
sion, generalizing for this via, to the BRST-cohomology. Then the inte-
grable systems class can be extended in mathematical-physics and with it
the possibility of obtaining of a general theory of integral transforms to the
study of the space-time (cohomology of integral operators [4]) considering
the kernels of the germs of the corresponding sheaves to the vector complex
bundles, and then the measure of much of their field observables [3].

Having these Langlands correspondences we can to tend a bridge to com-
plete a classification of the different operators to the field equations using
on the base the Verma modules that are classifying spaces, the differential
operators of SOp1, n`1q, where elements of the Lie algebra slp1, n`1q, are
differential operators of the modern mathematical physics [1]. The cosmo-
logical problem that exist is to reduce the number of the field equations that
are resoluble under the same gauge field (Verma modules) and extend the
gauge solutions to other fields using the symmetries of topological groups
that define their interactions.

This extension can be given for a global Langlands correspondence be-
tween categories of Hecke sheaves on an adequate moduli stack and the
category of holomorphic LG- bundles with a special connection (Deligne
connection). The corresponding D-modules can be viewed as sheaves of
conformal blocks (or co-invariants) being images under a version of the
generalized Penrose transform [1], [6], naturally arising in the frame of the
conformal field theory.

Finally we can to determine “quantized versions” of the derived categories
and their cohomology.
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2. Background Results.

We need a scheme theory where we can exhibit the image in the context
of commutative rings of the corresponding spectrum functor of the derived
category of the sheaves of the field equations germs to Lie algebra ĝ, of the
connection of the corresponding holomorphic bundle.

Theorem 2. 1 (F. Bulnes) [7]. If we consider the category MKF pĝ, Y q,

then a scheme of their spectrum VDef
critical, where Y, is a Calabi-Yau manifold

comes given as:

HomĝpX,V
Def
criticalq – HomLocLG

pVcritical,MKF
pĝ, Y qq, (1)

Proof. [7].‚

Then we can to establish the following results considering the moduli prob-
lems between objects of an algebra A8, and objects of a vector bundle.

Studies realized using commutative rings extended by the Yoneda alge-
bra establish the existence inside the moduli problems of an isomorphism
between functors Ext with deformations in the moduli problem defined
for LocLG

, and spectrum, the corresponding deformed derived category
DspBunGq. Likewise we have the following result.

Theorem. 2.2. The Yoneda algebra ExtDspBunGq
pDs,Dsq, is abstractly

A8, -isomorphic to Ext‚LocLG
pOOpLG

,OOpLG
q.

Proof. [8],[9].‚

This result bring in particular that formal deformations of the sheaf Ds,
can be consigned in DsBunG

-mod, which in the moduli stack language can
be re-written using the theorem 2.1, as

SpecBunC
TBunG “ T_BunG, (2)

We can establish a long sequence where the correspondence between mod-
uli stacks and cohomological classes as products of the generalized Verma
modules (see table [10]) can be given until critical level of the vector
holomorphic bundle. But is here where precisely the cohomological space
H‚pT_BunG,Oqq, has their corresponding version with coefficients in the
Verma module at critical level 1 as H‚pgrrtss, g;Vcritqq. Of fact, this ap-
pears inside moduli identity given in [11], using the critical level bundle

1Vcrit “ Ucritĝbgrrzss C.
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K1{2.

The integration process is given or described for the main theorem in [12],
which was demonstrated with detail.

3. Main Result.

We establish the following hypothesis using the before results as platform
and as part of this hypothesis. Likewise, to define an adequate moduli
problem we use the scheme of the Grothendieck type given by (1), and to
extension of commutative rings, we use the theorem 2. 2.

The important prospective of the theorem 2. 2., that we need, is the fact
that formal deformations of sheaves can be extended to deformation of cat-
egories in QFT.

But also, as was mentioned in the before section, the twisted nature of
the derived categories Dˆ, must be done on an appropriated stack (which
as we know must be on an appropriated vector bundle).

Theorem 3. 1. One meromorphic extension of one flat connection given
through a Hitchin construction we can give the following commutative co-
cycles diagram to the category MKF pĝ, Y q,

hεH0pT_BunG,Dsq
d
Ñ́ H1pT_BunG,Oq

–
Ñ́ Ω1rHs

–Ó –ΦµÓ Ó π

aεCrOpLG
s

d
Ñ́ Ω1rOOpLG

s
d
Ñ́ C ˆB (3)

Their demonstration was given with detail in [13]. However, we will give
some sketch and we discuss some key steps and conclusions from their
demonstration.

From the lemma 3. 1 of [11], and using some arguments inside the demon-
stration of the main theorem given in [12], the cohomology space H‚p?,Ω‚q,
is exhibed as the space H‚pH_,Ω‚q, inside the quasi-coherent category
given by MKF pĝ, Y q, which carry us to the ramification problem. But we
consider QFT and TFT, in the derived categories framework to define co-
cycles of MKF pĝ, Y q

To the demonstration of the theorem 3. 1, firstly was demonstrated the
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equality between R1χ˚pDsq and R1χ˚phq P Ω1rHs 2 in the derived class
Dˆ. Then we consider a Langlands correspondence such that:

ΦipcpOVqq “ cpOVqb^iV, (4)

arriving to ΩirOpLG
s, which gives the equivalence of complexes

tdh “ 0u – LΦµtda “ 0u, (5)

which requires the correspondence

c̃ : DCohpT
_BunG,Oq – DCohp

LT_BunG,Oq, (6)

Then is proved the first descendent isomorphism of (3).

By the Frenkel equivalence DbpgKC ´ modnilpq
I0 – DbpQCohpMOpnilpLG

qq,
each quasi-coherent sheaf on the kernel of the right side of this equiva-
lence corresponds an object of DbpMKF pĝ, Y qq

I0 . Then the functor ΦODG
Spu

,

is a Hecke functor. And also, their integral transform is such that h :
BunHiggs Ñ B (to a quantized) and their image is equivalent to

Dcohp
LBun,Dq. Then the geometrical Langlands conjecture in terms of

Higgs bundles consider a functor between the categories DCohp
LLoc,Oq,

with the action of the Hecke functors on DCohp
LBun,Dq. But MOpnilpLG

–

OpnilpLG
ˆ

˜̃N äL G, by the Steinberg manifold structure to the Lang-

lands correspondence given by c, such that c̃ “ cpOSpuC pVq ˆ Cˆq, where

OSpuC “ OÑ bON C, and N ĂL g. By K-theory, the Steinberg manifold
have elements C ˆ B, that satisfy Isompdhq “ dpdaq,@a P CrOpLG

pDqs.
Then is had that

dpdaqLΦµ
Ð́Ñ

Isomdh, (7)

That is to say, the kernels of Ωi, i “ 1, 2, . . . , are the that are in the sheaf

2The first differential in a spectral sequence H˚
pDqrrsss implies H˚

pDs
q, for the de-

formation D Ñ Ds.
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OOpLG
, 3 that is to say, there is an extended Penrose transform such that

their kernel set has as elements the fields h, with Isompdhq “ 0, in the
hyper-cohomology. Then in hyper-cohomology, in the down line and using
the Hitchin mapping the fields a, are those that satisfy dpdaq “ 0, in the

hyper-cohomology HpΩ1 d
Ñ́ Ω2 d

Ñ́ . . . q.

In the context of the differential operators algebra we can give the commu-
tative rings diagram:

H‚pgrrzss,Vcriticalq Ñ H‚pgrrzss, g,Vcriticalq
–
Ñ́ Ω‚rHs

–Ó –ΦÓ Ó π

CrOpLG
s

d
Ñ́ Ω‚rOpLG

s
d
Ñ́ H_ (8)

where H_ “ SpecHSymT rOpLG
pDqs. Then we have the Penrose trans-

form in the descendent isomorphism whose field solutions are to the equa-
tions dpdaq “ 0. An extended Penrose transform to the deformed modules
version H‚pgrrzss, g,Vcriticalq, consider the Fourier-Mukai transform. Then
the Yoneda algebra given by ExtDspBunGq

pDs,Dsq, can to establish the en-
domorphism of critical level modules. Then is completed the sequence of
critical Verma modules (projective Harish Chandra module to whole the
sequence). Likewise the global functor to the diagram in question until
Ω‚rOpLG

s, is LΦµpMq “ M b ρµpVq with LΦµ is the Hecke functor. Fi-
nally to obtain the spectrum (in a Hamiltonian variety) H, we use the
quantized version of the corresponding cohomology space HqpBunG,Dsq “
Hq
GrrzsspG, p^‚rΣ0s b Vcritical; Bqq. Finally and after of a good work in the

graded vector spaces in the deformed derived category Dcohp
LBun,Dˆq,

which are included in the quasi-coherent category MKF
pĝ, Y q, we have

Spec
grrzssäG
G pΩ1pHqq “ Y .

4. Application (Gravitational waves as oscillations in the
space-time curvature/spin).

We consider now G “ GLp1,Cq –L G. We consider the bundle stack given
for 4

3H‚BunG,Oq – OOpLG
“ KerpU,∇q, where ∇, induces a holomorphic connection

on lines bundles.
4Here PicpCq, is the moduli stack Bun.
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M “ PicpCq, (9)

which is known as Picard variety of C. Then the Hecke functor is the
mapping

Φ1 : DcohpPicpCq,Dq Ñ DcohpC ˆ PicpCq,Dq, (10)

which is pull-back of the Abel-Jacobi mapping:

aj : C ˆ PicdpCq Ñ Picd`1pCq, (11)

with correspondence rule

pL, χq ÞÑ Lpχq, (12)

In this case, the geometrical Langlands correspondence comes give as:

cpLq “

$

&

%

The unique translation invariant rank on local system
on variety P icpCq, whose restriction on each component

P icdpCq, has the same monodromy as L.

,

.

-

(13)

where L, is the space of the Langlands data (bundle and connection) pL,∇q,
that is a rank one local system on C. Due to that π1pPic

dpCqq, is the
abelianization of π1pCq, and the monodromy of the space L, is Abelian, we
can view this space L, as a local system on each component PicdpCq, of
PicpCq.

Them likewise, considering the pull-back of the local system L, to the var-
ious factors of the d ´ th Cartesian power Cˆd, of C, and tensor of these
pull-backs to get rank one local system Lbd, where b, is a micro-local ten-
sor product.From a point of view of the field equations, each component
of the correspondences space cpLq, on PicdpCq, a trace of particles in the
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symplectic geometry that can be characterized in a Hamiltonian manifold,
with the due quantization of the coherent sheaves of the differential oper-
ators of the field equations.

Likewise, using a Hitchin1s abelianization we can induce the geometri-
cal Langlands correspondence c, as was planted to the case of the group
G “ GLpn,Cq, considering the correspondence c, as:

c “ quantBun ˝ Φ ˝ quant´1
C , (14)

where Φ, is the Fourier-Mukai transform defined to this case as:

Φ : DcohpquantBun,Dq Ñ DcohpC ˆ quantBun,Dq, (15)

Here, the quantization procedures quantBun, and quantC , are appropriately
understood non-Abelian Hodge correspondences. An adequate Hitchin
mapping can give solution to the equations through Hamiltonian states,
in the non-Abelian context of the Hodge theory [13] in hypercohomology:

dpdaq “ 0, (16)

@a P CrOpLG
pDqs, having as integral the integral transforms composition:

c ˝ Φµ “L Φµ (17)

where the states of the quantum field are the cotangent vector (Higgs fields)
h, such that

Isomdh “ 0, (18)

Then by superposing of these states considering the field corresponding
ramifications, we have:

H “ H0pωCq ‘H
0pωb2

C q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘H
0pωbnC q, (19)
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which has their re-interpretation as the curvature energy expressed through
the H-states which can be written using the superposing principle to each

connection ωbjC , (with C, a curve) that describes the corresponding dilaton
(photon). Likewise, in a Hamiltonian densities space [14] we have the figure
1A, considering a Hitchin base.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: aq. Direct sum of H-states to establish the curvature measure
by field ramification. bq. The waves that are spinor waves which can be
consigned in oscillations in the space-time in the presence of curvature to
the change of particles spin. This also corresponds to quantum gravity
model. cq. Gravitational waves produced by quantum gravity due the H-
states on a cylindrical surface. Their propagation is realized on axis X.
These gravitational waves are originated for the oscillations in the space-
time-curvature/spin (that is to say using causal fermions systems).

In the case of spinor representation the corresponding H-states can be
given as spinor waves (see figure B) which can be consigned in oscillations
in the space-time-curvature/spin, to a microscopic deformation measured
in H.

Specialized Notation

Dˆ -Twisted sheaf of differential operators to our Oper, given by LocLG
pDˆq.
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K1{2 - Root square of the canonical line bundle on BunG, corresponding
to the critical level. This is a divisor vector bundle.

BunGpXq -Category of principal G - bundles over C ˆ X. Also is the
moduli stack of principal G -bundles over C.

LocLG
pDˆq -Set of equivalence classes of LG -bundles with a connec-

tion on Dˆ. This space shape a bijection with the set of gauge equivalence
classes of the ramified operators, as defined in [14],[15].

PicpCq- Picard variety of C.

H´ Hamiltonian variety. Space of the function of H-states. Their
manifestation are energy waves corresponding to the connection of the level
field equation.
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